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Abstract 
Small robots are very simple computers that can 

move autonomously. Their use in primary schools 
allows pupils to have “concrete” yet full programming 
experiences at the age in which Piaget situates the 
concrete operational stage of cognitive development. 
Indeed, for their first robotic activities, pupils think of 
paths where the robot moves forward, decides which 
direction to go when getting to a crossroad  or repeats 
part of its previous trip. In planning a path for their 
robot, children walk it themselves thus finding out its 
successive parts and related features. Pupils in our 
classes use NQCBaby and NXCJunior programming 
languages for the formal specification of robot's 
behaviour. These languages are textual languages, 
mother-tongue-based and Logo-like, in order to be 
oriented to children rather than to robots. Thus, 
through an activity with small robots,  children 
physically deal with the basic blocks of algorithms 
(sequence, selection and iteration) and learn how to 
specify them. This introduces schoolchildren to a solid 
programming competence. 

 Keywords . Constructive learning, RCX, NXT, 
robots, high level  programming language, translation. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

A small robot is a very simple computer that can 
autonomously move, by means of wheels or tracks, 
executing a program that specifies its behavior. In 
educational environments, we often hear saying that 
“Children have to stumble on the problem” to be 
interested in it. The possibility of moving 
autonomously makes the very difference between a 
robot and a computer in primary schools and becomes a 
“problem against which children stumble”. It absorbs 
pupils’ attention because moving around is something 
they can do quite well. Indeed, when opening their first 

robot kit, children in primary school plan their robots 
paths on the classroom floor or laid out in a school 
corridor. When introduced to touch and sound sensors 
or other hardware components, pupils design trips 
where the robot moves around, avoids obstacles, 
repeats part of its walk or, getting to a crossroads, 
selects a direction to go either at random, for example 
by “flipping a coin”, or by evaluating a very simple, 
physical condition such as hearing a sound and other 
similar. Schoolchildren usually do not have problems in 
learning how to specify the trip of a robot in a program 
and correctly relate every successive program 
instruction to its semantics provided the programming 
language is child rather than robot oriented. In a project 
started in 2005 we specifically addressed languages for 
robot programming and decided experiencing with 
textual languages mother-tongue-based and, according 
to the Logo philosophy, having primitives coming from 
children language. Using a computer scientist’s 
expression, we wanted our pupils could use a high level 
rather than an assembly level language. Hence 
NQCBaby and the NXCJunior languages have been 
defined for respectively programming the RCX  and the 
NXT  Lego robots [1]. As a quick example of one of the 
primitives these languages offer, nearer to children than 
to technology, the Italian for “if flip-a-coin=cross” 
rather than “if random(2)=0” is  used when 
randomness in the motion is wanted.  

When planning a path for their robot, children walk 
it themselves and find out its successive parts with 
related features. After the specification of the program, 
they check its correctness following the robot as he 
moves, again, often physically. Thus computer 
scientists in our team proposed the name concrete 
programming  for our activities with small robots 
because they give children the opportunity of 
manipulating the physical blocks of the robot’s paths 
and the corresponding blocks of the related programs, 
i.e. sequence, selection and iteration, known to be the 



fundamental algorithmic structures as from [2]. 
Proponents had a positive confirmation of their 
suggestion from learning that Piaget situates the stage 
of cognitive development called “concrete operational” 
in primary schools where our experiences are carried on 
[3]. The expression concrete programming recalls the 
other expression “body geometry” Papert used  
referring to his Logo philosophy. In fact, both  body 
geometry and concrete programming are strictly related 
and both aim at making pupils in schools use the 
computer to write specifications of their solutions to 
problems and not (only) to run programs.  

In Section 2,  examples are shown from activ ities 
with 7 to 10 years old pupils of the primary school in 
Baveno (Piemonte) where Simonetta Siega is in charge 
of robotics experiences. Reasons for the expression 
“concrete programming” are given by describing 
activities schoolchildren have designed and by using 
drawings they made for planning their robot’s trips. S. 
Siega leads these activities since 2002/2003 and has 
gathered a large documentation with pictures, 
drawings, videos and other teacher’s notebooks at the 
address  
www.baveno.net/scuola/robotica/scuola_robotica.htm 
During the current year, in Baveno 15 classes and 20 
teachers are involved in activities with robots. 

Section 3. specifically concerns our programming 
languages NQCBaby and NXCJunior and the integrated 
development environment  (IDE) schoolchildren use to 
formalise their robot’s behaviour. NQCBaby and 
NXCJunior programming languages correspond to 
subsets of the well known NQC and NXC programming 
languages [4]. The implemented  IDE is deliberately  
similar to the Bricx Command Center, an integrated 
development environment for programming the RCX 
and the NXT robots by means of different languages 
available at [4].  

NQCBaby language has been presented at the 
EuroLogo Conference in Bratislava, August 2007 [1]. 
We designed a textual language because learning at the 
same time how to write the robot’s language and 
pupils’ own natural language contributes to children’s 
logical abilities and strengthens their linguistic 
competences. Besides, pupils benefit from the parallel 
learning, by comparing orthographical and syntactical 
rules of their native language and similar rules for  
NQCBaby. Also progressive extensions of the sentence 
structure in the NQCBaby language helps correctly 
enriching the structure of the natural language 
sentences. As for programming, textual languages seem 
to allow children older than 7-8 years to be involved 
with a deep consciousness and precision in specifying 
robot behavior. Obviously our considerations do not 
apply to activities addressing younger children not yet 

introduced to writing, like those described in [5] for 3 to 
7 years old, using the iconic interface of the Robolab 
software with Lego bricks. 

To end this Introduction, we remark that, by naming 
concrete programming robot’s activities for primary 
schools, we do not mean neither that robots cannot be 
involved in activities with more algorithmic components 
nor that children could find too difficult thinking of 
algorithms. We only aim at making pupils deal with the 
different components of programming in successive 
steps. It is well known that children are introduced to 
different algorithms from first years in schools and even 
earlier, though they are not aware of the noun. Indeed, 
on the web pages of Everyday Mathematics we read 
“The most familiar algorithms are the elementary school 
procedures for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and 
dividing" [6].  Children have no difficulty in 
understanding what an algorithm is, provided it is 
introduced by observing that many procedures they 
already well know are algorithms.  We are currently 
developing an algorithmic activity with small robots 
called “The guessing robot” with 11-14 years old pupils 
as described in [7]. 
 
2. Experiences in our schools 
 
In Baveno schools, several different robots have been 
used as from Marciano’s Roboteca, a collection of 
small robots to be used by children from 3-4 years old 
[8]. In this section we refer to activities with  RCX and 
NXT Lego bricks assembled with motors for moving 
wheels or tracks. 

Figure  1.  Two chariots  using RCX bricks 
The project Using small robots in education concerns 
primary schools where pupils begin their robot 
activities with the smallest kit for assembling the 
simplest robot: the chariot shown in  Figure 1. In this 
figure we can see two chariots having each two wheels 
and the yellow brick, which is the microcomputer over 
the wheels. This small robot can move for some given 



paths or, with sensors, can follow, as an example, a 
child carrying a light.  

In a primary school, once the chariot is assembled,  
children decide a path in the classroom or in a corridor, 
and, then, they commit themselves to make their robot 
move   following the path, as an example the one in 
Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. The chariot shall follow the path 
Other activities may involve two robots sharing part 

of their paths as shown in Figure 3. where robot 1 and 
robot 2 begin their moving one toward the other from 
two different points of the classroom floor. When they 
meet one turns right, the other turns left, thens they can 
travel their paths together till the “end of the walk”. We 
will come back later on this activity and to the funny 
interpretation children gave to it.  
 

1 2

end of the walk together  
 
  Figure 3.  When we meet we walk together 

 
Also robots races with two or more robots involved are 
becoming popular among schoolchildren. For each 
activity, pupils plan the path, draw it and work out the 
sequence of moves the robot has to make by walking 
themselves the path designed as they were the robot to 
find out how the robot shall go on, step by step, 
chosing a different path if any obstacle is found on 
their way (if… then… else) , going in the same direction 
for a given time or until a simple condition is verified 
(repeat (n) or repeat … until…). 

As we wrote, Papert gives the name “body 
geometry” to activities with his turtle. We think that, by 
programming small robots, children in primary schools 
at the same time experience body geometry and 
concrete programming where they almost physically 
manipulate sequences of steps, decisions, repetitions 
while building up behaviors for their robots. Concrete 
programming since, during first activities when  
teachers conduct children to begin working with 
robots, behaviors planned are paths the robots shall 
follow that children draw, design, walk themselves 
exactly as the robot shall do; the physical object robot 
walks these paths after all these physical activities 
children execute.. 

Small robots walking through a maze and soccer 
games with robots teams are becoming quite popular 
but these activities are yet complex exercises as for 
algorithms and modelling components involved. Thus 
these are more appropriate activities for secondary 
schools. In any case, simpler walkings are needed at 
any age as an introduction to robot programming. Even, 
simple walks can be quite interesting for pupils and 
teachers who can convey interdisciplinary components 
in a children idea as those conceived and implemented 
by Baveno children with Simonetta Siega during the 
school year 2006/2007. Among these activities let’s 
remember: 
The marriage, where two robots dressed up one with a 
bowtie, the other with a long white veil, as the 
circumstance requires, leave their homes in different 
part of a town. They meet in front of the church and 
then go together till the altar with a proper music 
sounding. The path in Figure 3., with the altar as end of 
the walk, comes, of course, from this idea; 
My holidays, where a robot wearing a bright t-shirt, hat 
and sun glasses (because it is sunshine) leaves 
Baveno, near the mountains, on the north-west of Italy, 
to go to Venice to visit around. Then he moves to 
Ravenna to say hallo to Giovanni’s grandmother. But 
she is not at home, thus the robot goes to take a swim 
(Ravenna is on the coast on the south of Venice) going 
on and off to the granmother’s house to check whether 
she is back. After a while, the robot can say hallo and 
go to Rome for the summer concert where he sings. 
Finally he moves reaching the beaches in Sicily, to rest 
! 

Behaviors conceived for their robots by children 
integrate: steps sequences, crossroads where deciding 
one direction or another one is necessary (though it 
can be a random choice decided flipping a coin), 
repeating part of a walk. Thus, specifying in NQCBaby 
or any other programming language these behaviors 
turns out to be the composition of the three basic 
structures of any automatic computation, that is the 



three basic structures for expressing any algorithm 
according to the Jacopini-Bohm theorem which exactly 
are: the sequence, the selection and the iteration (or 
cycle) [2]. The trip on the poster reproducing Italy  is an 
instance of a robot activity containing all the three 
basic components. It also is an example of an 
interdisciplinary experience with geography and art 
mixed with scientific activities. Documentation of this 
and others experiences can be found on the Baveno 
school website 
(http://www.baveno.net/scuola/robotica/scuola_roboti
ca.htm)  and in papers by  S. Siega [8]. 

Talking of concrete programming may be considered 
meaningless for usually we think of software as 
something immaterial. The idea of concrete 
programming comes from the role that children play 
with respect to robot programs: they are the designers, 
the verify on themselves the path that a concrete object 
shall follow, they describe it by drawing it and, then, by 
specifying the corresponding code using the robot 
language, they check how the robot moves actually 
following it to verify if its behavior is the one they 
designed.. Once the robot behaves as they designed, 
children also are the users who run the code to show 
the “puppet” they have assembled that can 
autonomously move. 

Concrete programming concept applies as long as 
the robot’s behavior is the execution of a path with 
simple decisions. Such experiences settled in a cross-
disciplinary context and integrated with other activities, 
quite fit to primary school years, where Piaget’s theory 
situates the concrete operational stage of cognitive 
development [3].  

Somebody could find too limited thinking of 
programs as of paths. But it takes time going with 
pupils through activities where they have to be 
designers and authors of such programs. Thus for each 
single child, concrete programming does not become a 
repetitive job. Moreover, as we could already perceive  
from examples previously described, we shall not 
underestimate children imagination that always  
suggests creative activities within concrete 
programming: for example short shows where the 
robots are puppets as in The marriage.  Finally, it is up 
to the teachers knowing when children have acquired 
mature competence in concrete programming  and  can 
be suggested activities where the design of an 
algorithm to solve a problem becomes the most 
substantial  part of the job. 

Activities with our colleagues in the project Using 
small robots in education point out that it is advisable 
to conduct concrete programming experiences during 
the whole primary school.  

 

3. NQCBaby and NXCJunior programming 
languages 
 

After years of Logo experiences, during school-year  
2001/2002 G. Marcianó began a project for developing 
activities using small robots with primary education 
pupils. Those years, small robots were beginning to 
have affordable prices. Thus it was the time to verify 
how the robots concreteness would match the concrete 
operational stage of cognitive development in primary 
school children, according to Piaget’s theories [3].  But 
we found languages for robot programming too far from 
children language, i.e. not conceived according to the 
Logo philosophy we were used to. Thus we began 
transforming NQC, the mostly used language for 
programming the RCX Lego brick and through several 
steps we came to the currently used definition of 
NQCBaby, a textual language mother-tongue-based and 
having primitives near to children language. Thus, with 
respect to Kobayashi and his colleagues working on 
the Dolittle language, we became interested in activities 
with small robots somehow the other way around [9]. 
Our chief purpose was not teaching to our pupils 
computer programming. We were looking for a 
computer suitable for children to learn. Indeed, 
following what Papert wrote about 40 years ago, we 
think that “learning to use computers can change the 
way children learn everything else” [10]. Certainly we 
agree with Dolittle researchers that “learning through 
controlling tangible objects is more effective than 
learning with operating virtual objects”. 

 In our project, besides NQCBaby, we also des igned 
NXCJunior programming language, again textual, Logo 
like and mother tongue based, to be used with the 
NXT Lego robot more recently proposed on the 
market. NXCJunior corresponds to a subsets of the 
NXC programming language [4]. Being NQCBaby and 
NXCJunior  based on the same ideas, they share a 
common subset of primitives and following examples, 
as many other programs, are correct in both languages. 
Examples shown in the following are derived from 
Benedettelli’s tutorial on NXC [4]. They are translated 
in English for sake of comprehension.  

In first example the robot, called by name to begin 
the program (Hi-Robbi), walks a square trip: 

Hi-Robbi 
 repeat(4) 
  rigth(70, 450); 
  forward(100, 1000); 
 end-repeat; 
thanks-bye. 

 
NQCBaby and NXCJunior are both used by children 

in the same Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 



whose user window is shown in Figure 4: on top left 
side, we have the tool bar where the button T is used 
for translating what children write in the white 
“blackboard” of the window into NQC or NXC original 
languages. Errors are reported on the bottom with 
corresponding code line. 

In [1] we describe how NQCBaby is introduced to 
children by subsets according to educational steps, 
measured to their learning of writing native language 
and their confidence with robot’s activities. This is the 
reason to have Baby1, Baby2 till Baby5 on top of the 
left column in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. The  integrated development 

environment 
Another example shows the function flip-coin that 

in NQC and NXC language is a call to the function 
random.  

Hi-Robbi 
 repeat-always 
  forward(75, 500); 
  if ( flip-coin = heads)   
   right(75, 1); 
  else             // it’s cross 
   left(75, 1); 
  end; 
 end-repeat; 
thanks-bye. 

 
The NXC version for this last example  is as follows: 

task main() 
{ while(true) 
 { OnFwd(OUT_AC, 75); 
  Wait(500); 
  if (Random() >= 0) 
  { OnRev(OUT_C, 75); } 
  else 
  { OnRev(OUT_A, 75); } 

 Wait(360); 
 } 
} 

Comparing the NXCJunior and the NXC versions we 
have an example of what we mean by programming 
language nearer to children than to technology.   
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